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INTRODUCTION
Service provision in second-generation (2G)
mobile systems has inherited many characteris-
tics of paradigms that were applied in traditional
fixed telephony networks [1]: service logic is ver-
tically placed in network nodes and tightly cou-
pled with the underlying infrastructure;
application development is performed by net-
work operators or equipment vendors using spe-
cialized tools; access to services is exclusive to
the subscribers of a particular operator and typi-
cally forms part of subscription-based offerings.
Important negative effects of this approach
include tedious and time-consuming (on the

order of months or years) new service introduc-
tion as well as increased complexity of value-
added applications development, resulting in a
limited range of available services.

The above-mentioned restricted paradigms
are gradually being enhanced by mobile data
service provision models (e.g., i-mode, EZweb,
and J-Sky in Japan) that are already being deliv-
ered over early deployments of 3G systems. The
latter aim to provide a more flexible and dynam-
ic environment [2], where a wide range of multi-
media value-added applications, developed
through partnerships among a variety of business
players, will substantially enhance the end-user
mobile service experience. Moreover, they are
expected to be the first step toward the realiza-
tion of environments commonly termed “beyond
3G” or “4G” [3], where a plethora of user-cen-
tric ubiquitous services, supported by computing
capabilities embedded in all kinds of tangible
objects and provided over heterogeneous recon-
figurable network infrastructures, will significant-
ly impact almost every aspect of our daily
activities.

Reconfigurability and adaptability is appreci-
ated as a key requirement for future mobile ser-
vice provision management [4, 5]. In the
heterogeneous environments envisioned for 4G,
system and application functionality needs to be
dynamically adapted to constantly changing con-
texts. This definitely requires that entities like
system and service modules have the ability to
be adapted. For example, common techniques
for software adaptability have been developed
based on component-based service development
and/or interoperable service interface declara-
tion and automatic discovery. However, one
important aspect typically overlooked is the
implementation of the adaptation logic itself.
Notably, the criteria/parameters and adaptation
decision logic are commonly static and hard-
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ABSTRACT
The long-term vision of beyond 3G wireless

communications describes a mobile service pro-
vision environment dramatically different from
that of today. Users are expected to raise their
demands to a significantly higher level, toward
the situation-aware provision of ubiquitous per-
sonalized multimedia services. From this per-
spective, the need is emerging to apply, in a
systematic way, adaptability and reconfigurability
concepts for service delivery in largely diverse
contexts. Generic dynamically extensible adapta-
tion mechanisms that can be employed in a wide
variety of situations and are independent of the
subject and criteria of adaptation is a significant
step in this direction. Moreover, effective profile
representation and management becomes an
increasingly important issue. In the present arti-
cle we introduce an advanced adaptability and
profile management framework aiming to fulfill
these requirements. The proposed system has
been designed, implemented, and incorporated
in a distributed middleware platform for next-
generation mobile service provision.
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coded in the adaptable entities. This appears not
to be a problem in relatively static service provi-
sion environments like those encountered in
2–2.5G systems. In view of beyond 3G systems,
though, this approach seems inadequate, since
the circumstances in which an application/system
function may be executed and the context param-
eters that may influence it will not be predictable
a priori (e.g., at the time when the function is
being developed). Furthermore, even the adap-
tation criteria and algorithms need to be adjust-
ed over time according to the constantly
changing surrounding environment. For instance,
consider a 4G system that provides the user with
the best possible connectivity for each service,
given the available access technologies in the
mobile terminal’s area. Assume that a user trav-
els in a rural area, where only Global System for
Mobile Communications (GSM) and Universal
Mobile Telecommunications System (UMTS)
are the connectivity options, and intertechnology
handover is based on relatively simplistic algo-
rithms based on signal strength and required
bandwidth by currently executed applications.
However, as he/she arrives at the premises of a
company where a larger number of wide-area as
well as short-range access networks are avail-
able, the criteria and algorithms for access tech-
nology selection and vertical handover will be
different; in this case more sophisticated policies
and strategies can be activated, able to exploit
the more detailed contextual information and
increased network resources available, and reach
optimal decisions by taking into account addi-
tional parameters related to factors such as
interference, cost, security, and user status.

Generic reusable mechanisms that can cope

with diverse adaptive profiles and adaptation
algorithms present a solution to this problem.
This article presents an adaptability and profile
management framework and mechanism that
aim to address these significant adaptation
requirements of next-generation systems and
services.

The rest of this article is structured as fol-
lows. We briefly present the architecture and
functionality of a mobile service provision plat-
form where the adaptability and profile manage-
ment framework we propose has been integrated
and validated. The adaptability and profile man-
agement concepts are introduced, and relevant
requirements and issues of particular signifi-
cance are presented. We then elaborate on the
architecture, functionality, and implementation
of the proposed framework. We briefly describe
the use of the proposed framework in the afore-
mentioned service provision platform. The last
sections of this contribution are devoted to sum-
mary, conclusions, and acknowledgments.

A FRAMEWORK FOR
MOBILE SERVICE PROVISION

The proposed generic adaptation and profiling
mechanism has been applied in the context of a
middleware platform for the provision and man-
agement of value-added services over mobile
networks in 3G and beyond [5]. The platform
aims to address major issues regarding the deliv-
ery and management of downloadable services
offered to users of next-generation mobile net-
works. These applications will mainly be provid-
ed by third-party software vendors, commonly

� Figure 1. Architecture for flexible service provision in 3G networks and beyond.
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termed value-added service providers (VASPs),
instead of network operators and equipment
vendors. The platform offers end users an intelli-
gent context-aware mobile portal, where proce-
dures like service discovery, downloading, and
adaptation are fully tailored to terminal capabili-
ties, user preferences, and network characteris-
tics. Moreover, the platform enables VASPs to
automatically deploy their applications over mul-
tiple network types (e.g., cellular, wireless LAN,
home area networks), including facilities for
reconfiguration of the underlying infrastructure
through open application programming inter-
faces (APIs). The adaptation and profiling
framework presented in this article is reused for
all the above-mentioned customization actions.

The architecture of the platform is depicted
in Fig. 1. The main components of this architec-
ture are the following.

The reconfiguration control and service provi-
sion manager (RCSPM) is the central platform
component in that it coordinates the entire ser-
vice provision and management process. It
includes modules that undertake online service
deployment by VASPs, network reconfiguration,
maintenance of service- and user-related data in
suitable databases and repositories, as well as
customized service discovery, downloading, and
adaptation. The latter functions and, in general,
all interactions with the user including the portal
functions and control of the adaptation proce-
dures (e.g., issuing requests to the adaptation
module) are handled by an internal module of
the RCSPM, the user interaction manager module
(UIMM). Another critical module is the recon-
figuration manager (RCM), which undertakes
reconfigurability and adaptability management.
The adaptation engine that lies at the core of
the proposed adaptation mechanism is incorpo-
rated in the RCM. The UIMM acts as a client of
this engine during the adaptation procedure.

The charging, accounting, and billing (CAB)
[6] system is responsible for producing a single
user bill for service access and apportioning the
resulting revenue between the involved business
players. This is accomplished by collecting meter-
ing data from appropriate network elements,
like standard 3G core network components and
enhanced metering-enabled IP routers.

The end-user terminal (EUT) [7] (not depict-
ed in Fig. 1) resides in the user terminal and
incorporates an execution environment for appli-
cations and functionality such as service down-
loading management, and graphical user
interface (GUI) clients for service discovery and

selection and capturing of event notifications.
The EUT, depending on the equipment avail-
able at the terminal (e.g., GPS devices, sensors),
is able to communicate to the RCSPM informa-
tion useful to the adaptation mechanism, like
terminal capabilities, and user status and loca-
tion.

INTRODUCING ADAPTABILITY AND
PROFILE MANAGEMENT IN

MOBILE SERVICE PROVISION

ADAPTABILITY MANAGEMENT
Adaptability is commonly defined as the ease
with which an entity can be dynamically modi-
fied according to its context. Dynamic modifica-
tion (adaptation) can be considered a transition
to another state of the entity and could include
an alteration in the entity’s behavior. Context
refers to any information that can be used to
characterize the situation of the entity1 [8].

Considering the applicability of the above
definitions in the field of mobile service provi-
sion, one could identify several types of entities
that can be subject to adaptation:
• End-user services. Potential adaptation actions

for this entity type are the addition/removal/
switching of service components and modifica-
tions in the physical distribution of service ele-
ments.

• Middleware and management applications and
functions, like the platform presented earlier,
that support the creation and provision of
mobile services. For instance, functions like
service discovery and downloading can be
highly customized based on the current envi-
ronment.

• Protocols at various layers of the networking
protocol stacks. Examples include dynamic
selection of error correction schemes depend-
ing on the link layer technology employed, or
the dynamic activation of transport protocols
optimized for communication over wireless
links.

• Control and management plane mechanisms
like horizontal and vertical handover, dynamic
selection of access technology, and network
instrumentation.

• Content provided to the mobile user (e.g.,
adjustment of transmission parameters of
audio/video streams, transformation of the
presentation format of the data included in a
Web page).
It is obvious from the above that the concept

of adaptation to context encompasses a large
variety of mechanisms that can be applied to dis-
parate entities of mobile systems and services.
Naturally, the adaptation of entities as diverse as
an error correction scheme, a handover algo-
rithm, and the contents of a Web page would be
performed in quite dissimilar ways. However, the
process of adapting an entity can in general be
modeled in three distinct phases, as depicted in
Fig. 2.

1) Context data retrieval/monitoring, which
corresponds essentially to collecting the appro-
priate information from the current environment
and typically involves:

� Figure 2. A generic model of an adaptation procedure.
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• Discovery of available context data sources.
• Collection/monitoring of context data from the

appropriate sources, which may include meth-
ods like periodic polling or subscription to
specific events of interest. This task can be
supported by techniques such as caching and
replication of context data, which enable bet-
ter performance, availability, and reliability.
2) Determination of the most suitable (in the

present situation) entity state. This procedure
usually consists of a number of subtasks:
• Obtaining relevant context information (e.g.,

metadata about the requirements/features of
each alternative) and optionally preprocessing
of this information (e.g., format conversion,
filtering, consolidation) so that it is suitable
for input to the decision functions.

• Identification of the decision algorithm/crite-
ria. A relevant subtask is determination of the
types of context information that are useful in
the situation at hand.

• Performing the actual decision function, which
typically involves matching and processing of
profiles describing the adaptable entity and
the current context. During this task only the
context information useful in the current situ-
ation is taken into consideration. The out-
come of the function may prescribe the
transition to another state/configuration of the
entity.
3) Application/activation of the selected tran-

sition, which comprises:
• Retrieval of the adaptation results.
• Employment of entity-specific mechanisms for

activating (putting into effect) the best alter-
native.
The design of adaptive systems based on this

model can greatly benefit from two observations
that have attracted little attention in existing sys-
tems. First, it is useful that the implementations
of the different adaptation phases are decoupled
from each other. Important aspects of this
decoupling are the following:
• Algorithms and strategies for making adapta-

tion decisions are not aware of how the con-
text is being collected and vice versa.

• The mechanisms for putting into effect adap-
tation decisions are independent of how deci-
sions are made and vice versa.

• The mechanisms for putting into effect adap-
tation decisions are independent of what con-
text parameters are used in adaptation and
how this data is collected.
This decoupling leads to modularity of adap-

tation code; individual module implementations
pertaining to a certain phase can be modified/
replaced (either at compile time or runtime)
without affecting the components of the other
phases. The benefits of such a decoupling (how-
ever, in a more limited sense) have also been
recognized in the literature [8–10].

The second observation concerns the fact that
a number of adaptation functions can be totally
unaware of the type of entity that is subject to
adaptation. Entity type independence for a func-
tion implementation essentially means that:
• There is no compile time awareness of any

profile entity or context profile parameters
processed by this function.

• Data about any specific algorithms employed

for the accomplishment of this particular func-
tion is not known at compile time. Thus, the
algorithm logic is not hard-coded in the func-
tion’s implementation.
Thus, entity type independence requires that

all entity-type-aware data and logic be loaded at
runtime. The obvious benefit of this approach is
that entity-independent function implementa-
tions can be reused for adapting various types of
entities in diverse environments. This way, enti-
ties can be more easily enhanced with adapta-
tion logic. Furthermore, a lack of such a feature
would hamper scalability, since the support of a
variety of adaptation data and processing logic
would be achievable only by increasing the size
and complexity of the corresponding system.
Last, and perhaps more important, entity type
independence facilitates dynamic modification of
the adaptation factors (e.g., context parameters
that affect adaptation, algorithms for adaptation
decision making) for an entity during the entity’s
lifetime. For instance, different criteria for adap-
tation may apply in different access technologies
and surrounding environments, since certain
parameters (e.g., in terms of security, resource
constraints) that are critical in a specific context
are less significant or can even be ignored in
another situation (as also described earlier).

Naturally, a number of constituent parts of
the overall adaptation process (e.g., identifica-
tion of the context parameters that are relevant
for a particular adaptation instance, enforcement
of an adaptation decision) are inherently depen-
dent on the type of adaptation subject (whether
it is an end-user service, link-layer protocol, or
Web page). However, certain adaptation sub-
tasks can be developed to be entirely agnostic to
the semantics of the adaptation operation that is
underway as well as the type of adaptable entity.
In particular, making adaptation decisions,
including profile processing and employment of
the appropriate algorithms, can be handled (as
shown later) by a generic component whose
functionality is appropriately called by entity-
specific adaptation components through an open
interface.

Developing a generic adaptation mechanism
suitable for highly dynamic environments like
mobile networks and services in 3G and beyond
is an excessively demanding task. A summary of
the fundamental requirements would be:
• Clear demarcation of the logic implementing

the different phases of the entire adaptation
process.

• Support for arbitrary complexity. The adapta-
tion mechanism should support elements, like
profiles and algorithms, of arbitrary complexi-
ty.

• Independence from particular types of profiles
and algorithms. The algorithms used for pro-
file matching should be loaded at runtime and
thus should not be a static part of the adapta-
tion mechanism. That is, any logic pertaining
to specific types of profiles and algorithms
should not be hard-coded in the adaptation
system.

• Interoperability and portability. Ideally, the
adaptation system should not only handle dis-
parate data and algorithms, but also enable its
seamless integration in a variety of environ-

Entity type
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requires that all
entity-type-aware
data and logic be

loaded at runtime.
The obvious benefit
of this approach is

that entity-
independent function
implementations can

be reused for
adapting various
types of entities

in diverse
environments.
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ments. System modularity and decoupling
from context are vital to the accomplishment
of this goal.

PROFILE REPRESENTATION AND MANAGEMENT
The implementation of adaptation functionality
requires the processing of a significant amount
of meta-data, describing the adaptable entities
as well as the context elements. This informa-
tion can be expressed in terms of profiles. Enti-
ty profiles should contain data that indicates
the association/dependence of the entity vari-
ants to particular context parameters. For
example, an adaptable application profile
should clearly specify the requirements of the
individual application versions/configurations in
terms of execution environment capabilities,
bandwidth, etc.

A desired feature in profile management is
the adaptivity/dynamic extensibility of profiles.
In many occasions context data in its entirety
contains more information than the sum of the
different context parameters. For example, the
fact that terminal battery is low and the user
had scheduled a download with high priority
can be used to derive a preference of the user
for switching to a faster but more expensive
access network. Such dynamic preferences
could have immediate impact on the infra-
structure, triggering its reconfiguration and
improving many aspects of quality of service
provision. A variety of ways can be used for
preferences derivation. Examples include neu-
ral networks, rule-based expert systems, and
statistical evaluation.

Another aspect relates to the unified model-
ing of context and entity profiles that could facil-
itate the dynamic introduction of adaptation
functionality, since it enables the specification of
adaptation behavior to operate on a homoge-
neous model for both context and entity changes.

Additionally, the concept of meta-attributes
as described in [11] for communication profiles
can be applied to a context model that is suit-
able for specifying adaptation behavior for ser-
vice provisioning systems. Meta-attributes
describe generic attributes of context informa-
tion like accuracy, change, and request frequen-
cy or predictability, and allow for several

optimizations to provide efficient access and
management of context information in wide-area
distributed, wireless, or low-bandwidth environ-
ments.

In summary, important issues/requirements in
the design of a profile management system
include the following.

Profile representation (semantics/syntax).
Semantically rich profiles, containing data about
arbitrarily complex entity attributes and relation-
ships should be supported. Profile syntax should
be characterized by clarity and, to the extent
possible, simplicity so that it enables easy devel-
opment and interoperability of profile imple-
mentations. Furthermore, a unified view/
representation of profiles of disparate entities
facilitates profile handling.

Extensibility/adaptivity/interoperability. Since
it is hard to predict all the parameters/factors
that could make up a beyond 3G service provi-
sion context, as well as the constraints and addi-
tional information deriving from their
combination and interdependencies, there
should be no restrictions on the types of profiles
supported. The runtime introduction/derivation
of new profile attributes as well as new profile
types (e.g., new types of context elements) should
be supported.

Efficiency. Profile management, inherently a
complex task, could lead to significant consump-
tion of resources (e.g., network capacity, memo-
ry, persistent storage). Therefore, the careful
distribution of profile data to appropriate loca-
tions and selection of collections mechanisms
(e.g., push vs. pull), and the employment of
sophisticated optimization schemes (e.g.,
caching, compression) are required to avoid neg-
ative consequences on efficiency.

GENERIC ADAPTATION AND
PROFILE MANAGEMENT FRAMEWORK

The generic adaptation system presented in this
section concentrates on the adaptation decision
phase of the overall adaptation procedure. It
provides a generic adaptation decision engine
that is entirely decoupled from the other two
phases (context retrieval and activation) and can

� Figure 3. Architecture of the proposed adaptation system.
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thus be reused unaltered in a variety of adapta-
tion operations in different situations. The
engine, which has been prototypically imple-
mented in Java, is totally agnostic of specific
profile parameters or algorithms. All data need-
ed for the adaptation decisions is dynamically
loaded; thus, compile time knowledge is not
required. This has been achieved through the
appropriate use of object-oriented design pat-
terns and reflection mechanisms.

The rest of this section describes the architec-
ture of the proposed framework, elaborates on
profile representation and implementation
issues, and summarizes the most significant fea-
tures of our approach.

ARCHITECTURE AND FUNCTIONALITY
The architecture of the proposed generic adap-
tation mechanism is depicted in Fig. 3.

The generic adaptation component exposes
its functionality to the adaptation clients through
an open interface, shown in Fig. 4. Through the
interface, clients feed into the component the
profiles of the adaptable entity and the corre-
sponding context, and optionally also the adapta-
tion algorithms. In return, they get the entity
profile, suitably adapted according to the current
context, and also may be transformed into anoth-
er format (depending on the adaptation algo-
rithm). The latter transformation may optionally
be performed by the client instead of the adapta-
tion component.

Internally, the system is divided into two
parts: preprocessing and the main adaptation
engine.

The preprocessing module undertakes the
transformation (if necessary) of the entity/con-
text profiles to the internal common format
employed by the adaptation engine. The prepro-
cessor identifies the current format of the pro-
files and either forwards them directly to the
main adaptation engine (if they are in the right
format) or dispatches them to the appropriate
module for the required transformation (the
design of the preprocessor makes use of the
adapter pattern). Adapters for various formats
can be seamlessly plugged into the system,
enhancing its functionality without affecting the
rest of the components.

The adaptation engine returns to the client
the entity profile adjusted on the basis of the
provided context information, according to an
algorithm either provided by the client or con-
tained in a local repository as default for the
specific entity and context types. The engine has
the additional capability to load algorithm imple-
mentations from remote network locations. The
loading is performed according to appropriate
identification information (e.g., combination of
class names and codebase URLs).

PROFILE REPRESENTATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

The adaptation engine accepts as input two pro-
files, the adaptor and adaptee. The adaptor is a
profile encapsulating context information used
for adaptation. For instance, in 3G service provi-
sion the adaptor could represent the capabilities
of a terminal, the preferences of a user, and the

characteristics of a network. The adaptee
denotes the entity that needs to be customized
according to the adaptor data (e.g., a protocol or
an application). A single adaptee may also
describe entity collections and/or hierarchies
with arbitrary size, structure, and semantics.
Essentially, the adaptee profile has the form of a
tree. Each node in the tree represents a cus-
tomizable unit identified by name and type that
could be part of a larger structure. Moreover,
every adaptee node contains profile(s) of adap-
tor type, which indicates the capabilities/prefer-
ences/requirements of the corresponding unit
pertaining to the specific adaptation criteria
expressed by an adaptor. A special degenerated
case would be the adaptee representing an atom-
ic nondecomposable entity and thus taking the
form of a tree with a single node. Each adaptee
profile instance aggregates an object that encap-
sulates the decision/matching algorithm. This is
due to the fact that the matching algorithm may
vary not only among various types of attributes
(e.g., String, ScreenSize) but also between differ-
ent instances of the same attribute type.

The class diagram of Fig. 5 depicts the com-
mon internal representation of profiles as Java
classes in our implementation (the presented
class interfaces are not complete for readability
reasons). Notably, the adaptee and adaptor pro-
files are instances of the same class (Profile).
Profile objects are instances of profile elements,
and consist of single profile attributes and sub-
profiles. This is an application of the Composite
design pattern [12], which has been chosen due
to the fact that a profile may consist of plain
attributes as well as nested profiles, and there is
a common set of operations that should be
included in the public interfaces of both plain
attributes and compound profiles. The main
operation that can be invoked on a ProfileEle-
ment is the adapt() method, which encapsulates
the algorithm for adapting a ProfileElement
object according to another ProfileElement
object of the same type. 

Alternatively, the adaptation algorithm may
be encapsulated in a separate object that imple-

� Figure 4. High-level class diagram and interface of the adaptation engine.
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ments the Comparator interface (and typically
also the Adaptor interface). Such an object is
aggregated in a ProfileElement instance and
can be dynamically loaded at runtime (this is
an application of the Strategy design pattern
[12]). This way, new adaptation algorithms for
specific attributes (anything from simple pat-
tern matching to fuzzy logic and neural net-
works) can be introduced without the need to
modify or recompile the code of the ProfileEle-
ment implementations that represent those
attributes. Thus, third-parties (e.g., VASPs) are
able to tailor the context-aware decision behav-
ior of the adaptation system to their needs
(e.g., to the requirements of a particular ser-
vice),  without modifying the system itself .
Information concerning the algorithm imple-
mentations (e.g., the network address from
which they can be retrieved) is contained in
ComparatorDescriptor objects.

A degenerated case of adaptation occurs
when the adaptor and adaptee are profiles of the
same type, and the adaptation result required is
only a Boolean indication of whether the two
profiles match; the algorithm is then encapsulat-

ed in either the match() method of the Pro-
fileElement or an object that implements the
Matcher interface. The match() methods and
Matcher interface are not strictly necessary, but
are included in the design for programming con-
venience, since the special case in which they are
used occurs frequently for a typical adaptation
client.

Each ProfileElement contains a single
reserved attribute called metadata. This is a
generic container (it is itself a ProfileElement)
that integrates all the available metadata related
to a specific context profile. It is worth stressing
that this information does not pertain to the
entity represented by the profile, but to the qual-
ity of the profile data; it implements the meta-
attributes concept in [11]. Apparently, the set of
applicable types of metadata depends on the
profile type, for which different types of metada-
ta elements make sense (e.g., attributes like esti-
mated accuracy and various parameters that
concern when, where, and by whom this profile
has been retrieved). However, we have identified
certain parameters (e.g., time of profile element
retrieval, administrative domain from which the

� Figure 5. Class diagram of profile representation objects.
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profile element was acquired) that apply to a
wide range of context data and have been
employed for all the context information types
we used in our prototype.

EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED SOLUTION
The proposed mechanism is designed to be
generic so that it is able to operate in diverse 4G
service provision environments without any mod-
ifications to its code or recompilation.

Features of particular importance include:
•The system is able to handle profile data

structures as well as adaptation/matching algo-
rithms of arbitrary semantics and complexity.

•Entity profiles and adaptation algorithms are
dynamically loaded at runtime. Thus, context
data types and algorithms unknown or not imple-
mented at the time of development of the adap-
tation system can be seamlessly used. Moreover,
important adaptation factors like the kind of con-
text data used or the algorithms employed can
dynamically change during the lifetime of an
entity instance (e.g., service, protocol). This is
possible because the adaptation system code is
completely independent of the particular profiles
and algorithms used for every adaptation opera-
tion. A relevant important implication is that
these adaptation algorithms can be dynamically
loaded by third parties that are the creators/own-
ers of the adaptable entity (e.g., VASPs that have
developed an adaptable end-user application).

•Arbitrary mechanisms for context retrieval
can be applied, since they are completely trans-
parent to the adaptation engine.

•The format of the adaptation output2 can be
tailored to the client’s needs without any modifi-
cation to the adaptation system, just by loading
an appropriate Comparator object that produces
output in the desired form.

•The system itself can be dynamically extend-
ed to support new representations of context
data through runtime plugging of new adapters
for appropriate translation of content formats.

•The adaptation engine is stateless; thus,
every request is served independent of any previ-
ous ones by the same client. This contributes to
the autonomy of the adaptation component and
allows its distribution and replication in a
straightforward manner. This characteristic
enables our system to scale well when the num-
ber of requests increases.

APPLYING GENERIC ADAPTATION FOR
FLEXIBLE MOBILE SERVICE PROVISION

To better illustrate the concepts and mecha-
nisms presented earlier, in this section we elabo-
rate on how our framework is used in the context
of the service provision platform presented
above for service discovery and delivery to the
end user. First, we provide an overview of how
these operations are accomplished, followed by a
presentation of the corresponding interaction
sequence between platform components.

OVERVIEW
In the middleware platform described earlier,
the proposed adaptation mechanism is applied
for procedures like customization of listings of

available services as well as determining per
request the components of an application that
should be packaged by the RCSPM and down-
loaded by the user terminal.

For instance, when a mobile user wishes to
view which services are accessible in its current
context (let’s assume that context in this case
comprises terminal capabilities, user preferences,
and network characteristics), the service provi-
sion system should retrieve the list of available
services (from an application database/reposito-
ry) and filter it according to context. We assume
that each service may come in multiple versions,
and that service- and version-specific contextual
requirements, together with information on
where the corresponding adapting algorithms
may be retrieved from, are obtainable from the
service database. In this case, the adaptor would
consist of the terminal, user preferences, and
network profiles, while the adaptee would com-
prise a list of services, with each service typically
consisting of a list of available versions. Each
service version can also contain optional compo-
nents that are included or not in the downloaded
service, again depending on the service provision
context. This service information is arranged in a
tree, with every node containing identification
information for the service/version it represents,
the corresponding terminal and network require-
ments, as well as the supported user preference
attributes.

The output of the adaptation component is a
customized version of the adaptee. In the above
example, the adaptation result would have the
form of a tree structure containing the list of
matching services (e.g., as a matching service
could be considered one with at least one ver-
sion that is compatible with the current con-
text), with each service list entry, including a
list of compatible versions for the specific ser-
vice. Moreover, each service version entry
would contain the optional components that
should be incorporated in the service in the
current context. This adaptation result in our
service provision platform is used for present-
ing customized service listing to mobile users,
as well as for the on-demand packaging (includ-
ing dynamic inclusion of optional components
in service package) and downloading of services
to mobile clients.

The UIMM is the module responsible for
coordinating the above-mentioned procedures
and issuing requests to the adaptation compo-
nent. Moreover, it undertakes the collection of
context data during a user session with the plat-
form. However, different types of profiles come
from different origins and in different formats.
Service and user profiles are obtained by query-
ing the corresponding databases maintained by
the platform operator, terminal capabilities are
sent to the RCSPM by the mobile terminal,
while network characteristics can be retrieved
from the underlying infrastructure through
appropriate open APIs. Conversion to the pro-
file representation scheme presented earlier is
performed through appropriate adapters that
can be dynamically added to the system. The
UIMM also performs caching of the profiles so
that data that has been retrieved from persistent
storage can be efficiently reused until the end of

2 By adaptation output we
mean the adaptee entity
profile after the comple-
tion of the adaptation
operation.

We assume that
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versions and that
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database.
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the user session for processing subsequent user
requests. The adaptation functions are handled
by the generic adaptation mechanism, as
described earlier, that is incorporated in the
RCM of the RCSPM, which accepts generic
matching queries and returns the results to the
UIMM that appropriately processes them. The
dynamic packaging of services, which is based on
the adaptation results, is performed by the pack-
aging and downloading module (PDM).

EXAMPLE INTERACTION SEQUENCE
In this section we describe a scenario of service
adaptation in the proposed platform, which is
useful for illustrating the application of the con-
cepts described above. This is presented in Fig.
6, which depicts the interactions between the
user terminal and the service provision platform,
required for service discovery, selection, adapta-
tion, and downloading. These interactions are
always preceded by successful initiation of a user
session with the RCSPM, consisting of security-
related operations like mutual authentication.

The aforementioned functions are performed
through the following phases:

1) The user issues a request for a service list-
ing, with criteria like service category and key-
words. Contextual information, including
terminal capabilities and also optionally network
characteristics and ambient environment data,
are sent to the UIMM as parameters of the
request.

2) The UIMM retrieves from the service
database the profiles of applications that match
the user query and tailors the service listing to

environmental conditions. To achieve that, it
collects all the required service profile and con-
text data and forwards it to the adaptation mod-
ule in the RCM, which identifies and returns
(adaptElementResponse) a list of the profiles of
the services that are suitable for delivery in the
current context. These profiles include informa-
tion about available service versions and the
optimal configuration (e.g., proper values for ini-
tialization parameters, inclusion or not of option-
al components, physical distribution of service
elements) for each version. This task is accom-
plished in three phases:
• Preprocessing and format transformations (if

necessary) of the input profiles, as described
earlier.

• Identification and loading of the decision algo-
rithm. The algorithm implementation is load-
ed from the local repository (if it is available
there) or from a remote network location,
whose address is obtained through the corre-
sponding ComparatorDescriptor object.

• The execution of the algorithm, which results
in deciding on the best adaptation option and
producing the adapted entity profile.
Notably, the latter two functions above are

recursively invoked for each one of the nested
profiles contained in the entity profile.

3) The customized listing is returned to the
user.

4) The user selects a service from the list.
5) The UIMM triggers the PDM to perform

packaging of the adapted service. It is worth not-
ing that the detailed service profile adaptation
results related to appropriate application config-
urations, which were produced in phase 2, are
used as an input parameter of the servicePackag-
ingRequest to PDM. After completion of this
task, the UIMM returns to the EUT the URL of
the corresponding customized package.

6) The user downloads and executes the cus-
tomized service.

7) Steps 1–6 can be repeated as many times
as the user desires to discover and access other
services.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The significance of adaptation in next-generation
mobile systems and services is widely recognized.
Adaptation capabilities form a principal enabler
of ubiquitous seamless service provision over
highly diverse underlying infrastructures. Sophis-
ticated, flexible adaptation mechanisms are
required for the realization this vision. The pre-
sent article introduces a generic adaptability and
profile management framework that exploits
object-oriented design patterns and reflection
features to support increased runtime flexibility,
generality, and reusability of adaptation func-
tionality. The proposed framework has been pro-
totypically implemented, and incorporated and
validated within a distributed mobile service pro-
vision platform.
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